Phase correction for the contrast transfer function (CTF) was applied for all images using EMAN. An amplitude correction was applied during the iterative refinement. The lowresolution part of a curve used for correction was obtained by simultaneously fitting the CTF of several sets of particles from images at different defocuses. A spherically averaged structure factor amplitude curve was computed from the inactive Arp2/3 complex crystal structure or the model of NPF-bound Arp2/3 complex, which was then used to construct the high-resolution part of the correction curve. For the initial sorting, the inactive crystal structure (Robinson et al, 2001) and the Arp2/3 conformation modeled for the branch junction (Rouiller et al, 2008) were used. Each of the experimental data sets was initially sorted using these two models. An iterative sorting/reconstruction process (see below and Supplementary Figure 2a However, this third class did not generate reference independent data subsets, indicating that an intermediate conformation is not present in the data. This procedure was performed independently for each data set. For all data sets the data segregated consistently into two classes (Class I and II).
Test for reference bias
Reference bias is a good indicator for the presence of multiple conformations in unsorted data sets as well as sorted subsets. We devised a procedure for dealing with reference bias that is very efficient at detecting mixtures between conformations and in sorting them into self-consistent classes. The procedure consists of the following steps (see Supplementary   Figure 2a ). ( Step 1; sort) The data is sorted into two or more subsets according to sorting models (M1 n , M2 n , etc). To simplify presentation, we will present the procedure for two sets only but it can be easily extended to a larger number of sorting models/subsets. (Step 2; reconstruct) The data in the individual subsets Set-I n and Set-II n are reconstructed using single-particle reconstruction protocols separately with both models M1 n and M2 n . (Step 3; compare) The two resulting reconstructions for each sorted set are compared (i.e. R-I-1 n versus R-I-2 n and R-II-1 n versus R-II-2 n ). If both sets are identical within a pre-defined resolution limit (here set to 2.5 nm) using the Fourier shell correlation 0.5 cutoff, the procedure is considered to have converged. ( Step 4; merge and iterate) if either of the two sets of reconstructions differs, the reconstructions for each sorted subset are averaged to obtain new sorting models M1 n+1 and M2 n+1 for the next iteration. The averaging (i.e. [R-I-1 n + R-I-2 n ]/2 etc) will amplify features that are similar for the two refined reconstructions in the same, sorted subset (and thus more likely to be model independent) and attenuate features that are starting model specific. The entire procedure is iterated until there is no significant difference between the reconstructions obtained from the 'correct' starting model, the one used for sorting, and the 'maximum-bias' starting model, the one that was sorted against. If the procedure fails to converge, an additional sorting model/subset needs to be added.
In practice, we started for each data set by using the Arp2/3 complex crystal structure conformation as sorting model M1 1 and a tentative model for the NPF-bound conformation obtained from the branch junction model as sorting model M2 1 . The sorted subset Set-I 1 corresponding to the matches of to the crystal structure was reconstructed with the crystal structure as a starting model (resulting in reconstruction R-I-1 1 ) and was also independently reconstructed with the model for the NPF-bound conformation as a starting model (resulting in reconstruction R-I-2 1 ). Similarly, two reconstructions R-II-1 1 and R-II-2 1 were obtained for the sorted subset Set-II 1 matching the NPF-bound conformation best. In all cases, model dependence occurred and the reconstructions R-I-1 1 and R-I-2 1 as well as R-II-1 1 and R-II-2 1 were different, indicating that there was a contamination of crystal structure conformations within the sorted subset Set-II 1 (and vice versa) because the current model for the NPF-bound state was not correct. After averaging the respected reconstructions to obtain M1 2 and M2 2 , a new iteration was started.
For all Arp2/3 complex datasets used in this study, the procedure converged with these two initial sorting models within 7 iterations. The artificial addition of an 'intermediate' reference as a third sorting model M3 1 resulted in the same two classes (Class I and II) as previously obtained plus one nearly empty class. Once convergence was achieved, we also used other models as starting models for the reconstruction step, including unbiased models (obtained from the sorted data by a common-lines procedure) and alternative, biased models (i.e. the alternative 'rotation' model for the NPF-bound conformation). There were no significant differences between reconstructions obtained for all these starting models in any of the final sorted subsets. Thus we concluded that sorting was successful and the results are free of reference bias. The procedure was applied independently to all individual data sets used in our study, giving an additional level of cross-validation for the two classes.
We verified with extensive test calculations using synthetic data that this procedure indeed allows unbiased sorting and reconstruction of conformational mixtures. In particular we generated synthetic data composed of different mixtures of Class-I and Class-II conformations, with and without additional intermediate conformations mixed in. In addition, we generated data from a mixture of rotation model and a common-lines derived model (see also Supplementary Figure 2b ). Sorting models differing from the models used to generate the data were used for all calculations. In all cases, the correct structures were retrieved.
Comparison between negatively stained and cryo samples
The resolution limit for cryo-preparations of Arp2/3 complex was determined by comparing the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 0.5 cutoff for reconstructions obtained with all images (~8000) contributing and about half of them (~4000) contributing. If image noise is the major limiting factor, the doubling of the data should lead to a significant improvement in resolution (Henderson, 1995) . If the limitation is caused by other factors such as inaccuracies in alignment and classification, there should be no marked improvement. The resolution of the full dataset and the half data set was both at ~2.3 nm (2.38 nm and 2.27 nm respectively, see Supplementary Fig. 1a ), indicating that 2.3 nm is the resolution limit for these samples in the absence of stain. We also compared reconstructions from cryo preparations and negatively stained preparations using the FSC.
The FSC 0.5 cutoff between these reconstructions is with 2.38 nm in the same range as the FSC 0.5 cutoff between random halves drawn from the cryo data used for the resolution calculation above, indicative of the absence of stain artifacts at this resolution.
Variance analysis
The variance in the projection images cannot be used directly to obtain a 3D variance map on theoretical grounds. A bootstrap approach has been recently introduced to alleviate this problem, but it is known that these methods only work reliably if all orientations are FRET between the Arp2/3 complex and Texas-red (TR) labeled CA peptides details.
While the concentration of GFP-tagged Arp2/3 complex was held constant, labeled peptide was titrated in. At each concentration, dual color FCCS was used to determine the concentration of donor, acceptor, and bound species based on the inverse amplitudes of the green and red correlation curves and the amplitude of the cross-correlation curve (Slaughter et al, 2007) . The 488 nm laser line and 561 nm laser line of the Zeiss Confocor 3 were used to excite GFP and TR, respectively. Immediately following the FCCS measurement of each 5 mixture, the 561 nm laser was turned off to eliminate acceptor excitation, and data in the donor (eGFP) channel was acquired using 488 nm excitation. This data was fit with moment-based brightness analysis to extract an average brightness of GFP at each concentration of TR-CA. For GFP-labeled Arp2/3 complexes bound to acceptor-labeled peptide, any FRET present will reduce the emission of the donor, and thus the molecular brightness will be decreased. The average brightness (ε AVG ) is a weighted average of the brightness of the individual species:
, where f is the fraction of each species. The combination of percent Arp2/3 complex bound to acceptor from FCCS along with moment-based brightness analysis of GFP at each acceptor concentration allowed for the extraction of brightness of both the Arp2/3-GFP unbound and bound to acceptor (assuming a two-state model). From these two values, FRET efficiency can be calculated as .
We note that steady-state anisotropy measurements of GFP on Arp2/3 and labeled CA bound to untagged Arp2/3 revealed limited rotational freedom of the fluorescent tags, leading to uncertainty in the estimation of FRET factor k 2 , and thus the FRET measurements (van der Meer, 2002) . In order to incorporate these k 2 uncertainties, we used the following strategy. We measured anisotropies for all pairs of TR-CA or CA-TR bound to Arp2/3 and GFP linked to the Arp2/3 complex. With these values, we explicitly calculated the uncertainty limits for the worst-case scenario -that for every donor-acceptor pair in our solution, there was a fixed orientation of donor and acceptor dipoles relative to one another, and the dipoles rotated about this position according to the mobilities given by their anisotropies. The result of this calculation is a probability map of k 2 (supplementary Fig. 7b ), which is based on orientational mobilities of donor and acceptor. The k 2 probabilities were used to calculate the worst-case scenario distance distributions for all FRET pairs (supplementary Fig. 6a ) following the formulas given in van der Meer, 2002.
Localization of FRET probes on the NPF-bound Arp2/3 complex
The FRET distance constraints were converted into probability densities, incorporating the distance uncertainties derived from steady-state anisotropy measurements and a model for 6 the probable location of the respective GFP tags. First, we generated electron microscopy reconstruction of all four GFP-tagged Arp2/3 complexes. Difference mapping was performed between reconstructions of GFP-tagged Arp2/3 complexes and untagged Arp2/3 complex to locate density attributable to the GFP tag. Only Arp2/3 with ARPC3-GFP and Arp3-GFP yielded reconstructions that allowed confident localization of the GFP moiety.
The resulting densities were used to construct a probability distribution for the GFP location by mapping the docking score of a GFP atomic model inside the non-zero regions of GFP difference densities. For Arp2-GFP and ARPC1-GFP, the respective location of the subunit's C-terminus in the NPF-bound model, the length of the linker, and the diameter of GFP were used to construct a probability density for the GFP centers using a random coil model (Brant & Flory, 1965 ) that was then modified to account for volume occlusion by the Arp2/3 complex. The probability regions of the GFP centers were then convolved with probability shells determined by the respective distance and its uncertainty ( Supplementary   Fig. 7 ). After normalization, the probability densities of the four pairs for either the C-tag or the A-tag were multiplied to yield the final probability densities for the location of the respective tag.
Supplementary References
Brant DA, Flory PJ ( Data was produced by calculating random projections from density maps R-I true (corresponding to the 'rotation model' in this case) and R-II true (corresponding to one of the common-line models). Noise and CTF effects corresponding to the experimental data were applied to these projections. As initial sorting models the Class-I (M1 1 ) and Class-II (M2 1 ) reconstructions were used. After 7 iterations, both reconstructions, R-I and R-II, converged to the true structures. peptide, the titration curve is given (columns 1 and 3) of GFP-tagged Arp2/3 at a range of peptide concentrations (determined with FCCS as described in the main text). The concentration of the Arp2/3 complex used was between 10 and 40 nM (buffer: 10 mM TRIS pH 7.5, 0.2 mM CaCl 2 , 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM ATP). For each combination, the red laser was turned off and 488 nm excitation was used along with brightness analysis to examine the average brightness of the GFP-tagged Arp2/3. A decrease in molecular brightness as a function of percent Arp2/3 bound to acceptor-labeled peptide was fit as described in the main text to obtain the molecular brightness of the bound species. Molecular brightness is shown in counts per molecule per time bin. A time bin of 50 ms was used. Differences in absolute brightness of the different species are a result of differences in laser power used and does not reflect differences in stoichiometry of Arp2/3.
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